
S. J. McKee Archives

RG2SF2 Manitoba winter fair
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4364

Part Of: RG 2 Provincial Exhibition of Manitoba Association fonds

Description Level: Sous-fonds

Fonds Number: RG2SF2

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1908-1992

Physical Description: 2.65 m textual records
780 graphics

History /
Biographical:

The first attempts to hold a winter agricultural fair in Brandon happened in 1884, when a show
was held in the buildings owned by A. Harrison and Company. However, this did not become
an annual event. There were also several unsuccessful attempts to establish annual Stallion
Sales in the late spring by horsemen in the area. In 1904, J.D. McGregor petitioned Brandon
City Council for a winter fair. The petition was accepted by the city, and in 1906 Brandon’s first
winter fair was held. It was a big success, and the Board of Directors looked forward to it
becoming an annual event. The summer fair, which had been in operation since 1882
welcomed this new exhibition. The Board of the summer fair felt that a winter fair would be
complementary to the summer exhibition. Although the two fairs were not amalgamated, they
did share a secretary-treasurer and several Board members.

In 1907, the Cattle Breeders Association decided to make the Brandon Winter Fair the site of
its annual stock sale. With this support, it was felt that the winter fair would become an annual
event. A joint stock company was created in 1907 entitled the Brandon Winter Fair and
Livestock Association (BWFLA), to be used primarily as a land-holding company. Land was
purchased at Tenth Street and McTavish Avenue in order to erect a winter fair building.

The following year, the Provincial Winter Fair and Fat Stock Association was created to
manage the winter fair. The name was soon changed to the Manitoba Winter Fair and Fat
Stock Association (MWFFSA). Unlike the summer fair, the winter fair was solely an agricultural
event. The Board felt no need to please the citizens with carnivals and midways. The winter fair
was “by and for the farmers...[and]...the primary functions of the Brandon Winter Fair were to
educate the agricultural community and to honour the community’s accomplishments.”

Additional land was bought on Eleventh Street and Victoria Avenue to build a new winter fair
building. The building opened in 1913. By this time, the Brandon Winter Fair was one of the
best livestock and agricultural exhibitions in the province.

When the First World War broke out, the winter fair buildings were requisitioned by the military
for troop accommodation and eventually as a detention centre for Ukrainian internees and
other “enemy aliens.” Unlike the summer fair, which was allowed to use their buildings during
fair week, the winter fair buildings were not released for the exhibition. This led to the
cancellation of both the 1915 and 1916 winter fairs.

By 1917 the winter fair was allowed to open again, but by this time both the BWFLA and the
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MWFFSA were experiencing financial difficulties. It was at this time that the proposal first went
out regarding an amalgamation of the summer and winter fairs. The provincial government
approved of the idea of an amalgamation, and both fair Boards considered the proposal.
However, in early 1920 the winter fair Board pulled out of the discussions, as it felt that the
winter fair would lose out to the WAAA. The winter fair Board decided to struggle on
independently.

Financial problems heightened Board concerns that the winter fair was not exciting enough to
keep the public interest. To add to the financial concerns of the winter fair board, in the fall of
1920, the old winter fair pavilion caught fire and burned. Forty six horses were killed and the
fair Board had to cancel the 1921 winter fair. When the new winter fair building opened in
1922, it was greeted with enthusiasm. The Directors, in an attempt to ease the increasing
financial burden they were feeling, tried to keep the buildings open year round for other events.

In 1929, the Depression began in Canada. While the winter fair continued to run, its buildings
were once again requisitioned by the government, this time to house men looking for work. The
winter fair Directors were conscious of the problems that the citizens of Brandon were facing,
and they offered free admission to those on relief. The fair received grants from the
government to provide work relief programs, but these were often small or canceled. The
Board members may have resorted to helping to pay for the fair out of their own pockets.

Despite financial problems, the winter fair managed to survive the Depression. Unfortunately,
as Brandon recovered from the Depression of the 1930s, the Second World War broke out.
For the third time in as many decades, the government requisitioned the winter fair buildings.
This time, however, instead of canceling the fair as in previous years, the winter fair went on as
scheduled, although it was held on the summer fair grounds.

By 1945, the directors were at a loss financially. They decided that the best course of action in
order to keep the fair going was to turn over the buildings to the City of Brandon. By the fall of
1946 the BWFLA had ceased operations.

While the Manitoba Winter Fair and the Provincial Exhibition of Manitoba were still not
amalgamated, they continued to share the same secretary-manager and several Board
members. After the cessation of the war, the Directors knew they had to become more
appealing to the wider public. There were promotional events held and more entertainment
was offered to attract the public. These additions led to dessention among Board members,
as some wanted the fair to remain purely agricultural. The appeal for the greater good of the
fair, even if it did include some non-agricultural attractions, eventually won out.

The fair was still to be plagued with difficulties though. In 1952 the fair had to be canceled
because of an outbreak of hoof and mouth disease. Despite setbacks such as this, the Board
persevered. The following year a 4-H seed show was created and sponsored by the provincial
agronomist, P.F. Ford. A carcass class was added in 1957. Soon the fair was successful and
stable and rapidly outgrew its facilities.

It was decided by 1966 that the winter fair and the summer fair should be housed in one
building. In 1969, the respective Boards went one step further and decided to become one
organization. The Manitoba Winter Fair and the Provincial Exhibition of Manitoba
amalgamated in 1969 to become the Manitoba Exhibition Association. In 1970, the year of
Manitoba’s Centennial, it was decided that an organization in the province would receive the
designation “Royal” by Queen Elizabeth II. After much consideration by the province, the
Manitoba Winter Fair was chosen, and in 1970 it became known as the Royal Manitoba
Winter Fair. In 1972 the construction of a common facility was completed, and the 1973 winter
fair was the occasion of the official opening of the Keystone Centre. The winter fair continues
in this facility and under this designation to this day.
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Custodial History:

The records were housed at the MWFFSA, the MWF and the MEA until c1986 when they were
transferred to the S.J. McKee Archives at Brandon University.

Scope and Content:

The sous-fonds consists of textual records and photographs pertaining to the Winter Fair. The
textual records include prize lists, programs, minutes, financial, administrative files, original
results, news releases, scrapbooks, and tickets. The photographs include animal shows and
events, dignitaries, entertainment, ceremonies, buildings, and other events.

The sous-fonds has been divided into eleven series, including: (1) Documents; (2) Minutes; (3)
Financial records; (4) Administrative files; (5) Prize lists and programs; (6) News releases; (7)
Original results; (8) Tickets; (9) Photographs; (10) Scrapbooks; and (11) Miscellaneous

Storage Location: RG 2 Provincial Exhibition of Manitoba Association fonds

Physical Plant buildings
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions8281

Part Of: BUPC 2 Campus buildings

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 2.12

GMD: graphic

Date Range: 1962 - 2010

Physical Description: 30 photographs

History /
Biographical:

Physical Plant provides security, workplace health and safety, building maintenance, utilities,
cleaning, groundskeeping, and key storage services, as well as capital project management
for the Brandon University campus. It includes the new Physical Plant building and new steam
plant on 20th Street and the Site Services building on the corner of 20th Street and Louise
Avenue. Prior to the opening of the new Physical Plant building in 2010, services were
operated out of World War II era H-Huts in the centre of campus. The original steam plant
(1962-1990s) was sold following the construction of the new steam plant.

Scope and Content:

Sub-series consists of photographs of Physical Plant buildings including: the original Steam
Plant; the (new) Steam Plant; the Site Services Building; the Physical Plant H-Hut; and the new
Physical Plant building.
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Citizens' Science Building and Knowles-Douglas buildings
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions8274

Part Of: BUPC 2 Campus buildings

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 2.3

GMD: graphic

Date Range: c.1980s - c.1990s

Physical Description: 5 photographs

History /
Biographical:

The Citizens' Science Building was built in 1922 and financed by Brandon citizens. It was
renamed the Knowles-Douglas Student Union Centre c. 1984 in honour of Brandon College
graduates Stanley Knowles and Tommy Douglas, both of the Class of 1930. The Knowles-
Douglas Addition was completed in 1987.

Scope and Content:

Sub-series consists of photographs of the Citizens' Science Building and the Knowles-
Douglas buildings, which include the Knowles-Douglas Student Union Centre and the
Knowles-Douglas Addition.



Education Building
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions8277

Part Of: BUPC 2 Campus buildings

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 2.7

GMD: graphic

Date Range: 1967-1978

Physical Description: 10 photographs

History /
Biographical:

The Education Building was completed in 1966. It is located between Clark Hall and the Health
Studies Complex.

Scope and Content:

Sub-series consists of photographs of the Education Building.
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Original Music Building and Queen Elizabeth II Music
Building
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions8278

Part Of: BUPC 2 Campus buildings

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 2.8

GMD: graphic

Date Range: 1960s - c.1990

Physical Description: 26 photographs

History /
Biographical:

The Original Music Building was completed in 1963. The School of Music moved to the Queen
Elizabeth II Music Building in 1985. From c.1986 until 1997, the Original Music Building
housed Student Services. Since 1997, the building has been used by the School of Health
Studies; a new segment was added to the Original Music Building in 2003 to create the Health
Studies Complex.

Scope and Content:

Sub-series consists of photographs of the Original Music Building and the Queen Elizabeth II
Music Building.

Notes: Queen Elizabeth II Music Building has been abbreviated to QEII Music
Building.

Arrangement:

All photographs of the Health Studies Complex, which includes the Original Music Building, are
part of BUPC sub-series 2.10.



Brandon College Building and Clark Hall
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions8273

Part Of: BUPC 2 Campus buildings

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 2.2

GMD: graphic

Date Range: c.1909 - 1996; predominant 1960s - 1996

Physical Description: 116 photographs

History /
Biographical:

BRANDON COLLEGE BUILDING

The construction of the Brandon College Building, also known as the Original Building, was
primarily financed by Mr. and Mrs. William Davies, a Toronto based Baptist meat packer, and
his sister Mrs. Emily Davies, also of Toronto, who pledged $5,000 a year for five years to the
new Baptist College. Four city blocks between 18th and 20th streets were purchased for the
College campus and the tender of Messrs. T.M. Harrington of Winnipeg was accepted in the
spring of 1900; Mr. Hugh McCowan of Winnipeg appointed as architect. Mrs. Davies laid the
cornerstone for the Brandon College Building on July 13, 1900.

The Brandon College Building was conceived as a substantial five story brick structure with a
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The Brandon College Building was conceived as a substantial five story brick structure with a
stone basement. The Tyndall Manitoba quarries, located thrity miles northeast of Winnipeg,
supplied the stone and presented the College with the stone steps at the main entrance. The
basement contained the dining room, kitchen, laundry, furnace room, a science laboratory, and
maids' rooms. The first floor housed the reception room, office, library, four classrooms and the
teachers' cloak rooms. The second floor had five classrooms, a reading room, five rooms for
resident students and a resident teacher. Teachers' rooms and seventeen rooms for students
comprised the third floor; and additional thirteen rooms for residents took up the fourth floor.
The residence was to house 70 men. The total cost of the building and furnishings was
$44,000. The Brandon College Building was ready for occupancy by October 1, 1901.

CLARK HALL

The cornerstone of Clark Hall was laid by Mrs. A.P. McDiarmid, wife of the Principal of
Brandon College, on May 24, 1906. The residence was officially opened on Thanksgiving Day,
October 18, of the same year. The construction of the building grew our of a demand for a
ladies' college. A canvass made in Eastern Canada had resulted in subscriptions totaling
$10,000. When Dr. McDiarmid reported the results of the canvass to the Chairman of the
Board, Dr. C.W. Clark of Winnipeg, Clark proposed that he and his wife be allowed to
provided the balance of the funds, some $30,000. While presenting the building at the opening
ceremony, Clark stated that the reason for his donation was his belief in the power of cultured
womanhood - he believed "that refined and Christian mothers were the strength of a nation and
that he wished to see in Brandon a chool of learning for women in which every Christian virtue
and grace might be illustrated."

Clark Hall was built immediately north of the Brandon College Building and was connected to it
by classrooms and the iron door with its door bell, which was rung by gentlemen before being
admitted. It is a five story brick building, with fittings of imported Georgia pine. In the basement
was the gymnasium, studios and maids' rooms. On the main floor was a spacious reception
room furnished by the Honorable A.C. Rutherford, the Premier of Alberta and the Lady
Principal's suite, furnished by Mrs. N. Wolverston, wife of the treaurer of the College Board.
Music studios and the offices of the resident matron were also on the main floor. The second
and third floors were dormitories. The fourth floor was meant to be art studios, but due to
registration demands, it was divided into students' rooms. The residence was designed to
house fifty students and seven teachers. Piano practice areas were also designated on the
west side of the building and on the groundlevel half way between the basement and the first
floor.

BRANDON COLLEGE BUILDING AND CLARK HALL RESTORATION PROJECT

By the early 1990s, it was clear that major reconstruction work on the Brandon College
Building and Clark Hall was necessary if the buildings were to remain in use. The alternative
was to demolish both buildings and construct a new central administrative structure for the
campus. Because of the historic character of the two original campus buildings, the decision
was taken to mount a complete restoration of the structures that involved a complete removal
of everything except for the surrounding brick fascade and the construction of new buildings
within the old external walls. This project was financed by the Provincial government of
Manitoba, who granted the University approximatley 10 million dollars. The Chief Architect for
the restoration was George Cibinal. Work began in 1996 and was completed by the fall of
1997. In addition to the restoration of the Brandon College Building and Clark Hall, a new
entrance was built on the west side of the buildings, as well as an addition to Clark Hall, which
included a skywalk connecting it to the A.E. McKenzie Building.

Scope and Content:

Sub-series consists of photographs of the Brandon College Building and Clark Hall.
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Notes: History/Bio information was taken from Brandon College: A History,
1899-1967 by C.G. Stone and F. Joan Garnett (Brandon, Manitoba:
Brandon University, 1969), chapters 2 and 3. Tom Mitchell provided
history/bio information on the restoration project.

Images

George F. MacDowell collection
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4049

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 3 1.12

Accession Number: 9-2002

GMD: textual records

Date Range: 1941-1987, predominant 1960-1982

Physical Description: 8.1 m

Physical Condition: Good
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History /
Biographical:

George F. MacDowell was born in 1913, in Prince Edward Island. He studied at Dalhousie
University from 1930 to 1933, but did not complete a degree. During WWII, MacDowell served
in Canada and Europe as a member of the Royal Canadian Signals Corps. After the war, he
returned to Dalhousie University, graduating with a B.A. in 1947. Subsequently, he graduated
with a Masters Degree in Economics from Clark University in Worcester, Massachusetts.
George McDowell taught at both Mount Allison University and the University of Alberta before
coming to Brandon in 1957 to teach at Brandon College. He remained as a professor in the
Economic Department until his retirement in 1979.

MacDowell's work was published in the Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science.
In 1971, McClelland & Stewart published his account of the Brandon Packers strike of 1960
titled "The Brandon Packer's Strike: A Tragedy of Errors." In Brandon, MacDowell maintained
a relationship with the local Association of Fire Fighters, aiding them with collective bargaining
procedures. He also served as Chairman for the MacKenzie Seeds Board, and was a
member of the Manitoba Development Corporation Board.

MacDowell never married and had no known children. He passed away on February 26th,
1986.

Custodial History:

This collection was in the possesion of George MacDowell until his death. It was then held by
the Brandon University Department of Economics until 1997, at which time it was transferred to
the McKee Archives at Brandon University.

Scope and Content:

The bulk of this fonds falls into five main categories:

1. Records dealing with the Brandon Packers Strike of 1960 and the subsequent legal actions
against the owners, including all 2215 pages of the Brandon Packers Strike Commission;

2. Records dealing with the Commission of Inquiry into The Pas Forestry and Industrial
Complex, including the complete transcript of the inquiry measuring approximately 5m. This
Commission dealt with the conduct of Churchill Forest Industries, a company owned by a
Swiss financial firm, which, in the 1960's, was given approximately 93 million dollars by the
Roblin Provincial Government to develop The Pas Forestry and Industrial Complex. Churchill
Forest Industries and its parent company subsequently came under suspicion of fraud and
accused of fradulently transfering The Pas Forestry funds into other foreign business interests;

3. Records dealing with business loans awarded by the Manitoba Development Corporation
during the 1970's and 1980's to businesses primarily within Manitoba;

4. Records dealing with McKenzie Seeds, and McKenzie Steele-Briggs Seeds during the
early 1980's when George MacDowell was a board member of McKenzie Seeds;

5. Records dealing with Professor MacDowell's career as a Professor at Brandon University,
including records relating to his courses and to administrative activities.

To a lesser extent, this collection includes records dealing with the University of Saskatchewan
College of Commerce, the publication the "Manitoba New Democrat," issues associated with
politics, labor and union in the prairie provinces from the 1960's to the 1980's, articles from
various economic periodicals including "Economica" and "Public Finance," a variety of
government reports from 1941 to 1981, and records dealing with George MacDowells'
relationship with the Brandon Firefighters Association.

Notes: File level inventory available. Description written by Mike White (2002).
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Name Access: Errol Black

Brandon University

University of Saskatchewan College of Commerce

Manitoba New Democrat

Manitoba Development Corporation

Brandon Backers Strike Commission

Bank Act

A.E. McKenzie Steele Briggs Seeds

Brandon Firefighters Association.

Subject Access: economics

trade unions

economics curriculum

public service unions

prairie politics

Edward Schreyer government

labour

Manitoba business loans

government economic reports

Access Restriction: Collection includes financial data on many Manitoba businesses. Consult
the archivist for access.

Repro Restriction: Researchers are responsible for observing Canadian copyright
restrictions.

Storage Location: MG 3 Brandon University Teaching and Administration
1.12 George F. MacDowell

Related Material: Related material regarding George MacDowell's involvment with the A.E.
McKenzie Company can be found in RG 3 McS A.E. McKenzie Company
fonds.
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A.E. McKenzie Building and George T. Richardson Centre
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions949

Part Of: BUPC 2 Campus buildings

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 2.4

GMD: graphic

Date Range: c. 1959 - 1995

Physical Description: 43 photographs

History /
Biographical:

The J.R.C. Evans Lecture Theatre and the A.E. McKenzie Building were both completed in
1960. The Evans Theatre is named for John Robert Charles Evans, who served as president
of Brandon College from 1928 to 1959. The A.E. McKenzie Building was originally the Library
and Arts building, and was named for A.E. McKenzie, a local businessman and supporter of
the College. The George T. Richardson Centre, which includes the Evans Theatre and the
John E. Robbins Library, was completed in 1993.

Scope and Content:

Sub-series consists of photographs of the A.E. McKenzie Building, the George T. Richardson
Centre, the J.R.C. Evans Lecture Theatre, the John E. Robbins Library and the link between
the Evans Theatre and the McKenzie Building.
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Harold Arthur Kinniburgh fonds
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4230

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 2 2.8

Accession Number: 11-2006

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1904-1906

Physical Description: 2 mm textual records
1 b&w photograph (8x10)

Physical Condition: Excellent

History /
Biographical:

Harold Arthur Kinniburgh was born in New Zealand in 1883. He spent two years in Brandon
working at the Experimental Farm during the summer and studying at Brandon College during
the winter. After his years at Brandon College he worked in Canada in the dairy industry from
two years and then returned to New Zealand for the balance of his life. He devoted his time to
developing a dairy farm in New Zealand. Harold Kinniburgh died in 1953.

Scope and Content:

Fonds consists of copies of correspondence written by Kinniburgh to his mother in New
Zealand while he was attending Brandon College. The photograph is a copy of the 1905 First
Year Academic class at Brandon College.

Notes: Description by Christy Henry.

Name Access: Harold Kinniburgh

Subject Access: Brandon College 1905

Brandon College men's residence

Location Original: Kinniburgh's family in New Zealand
contact: Jeanette Johnston
10 Hampton Place
Hamilton, New Zealand

Storage Location: MG 2 Brandon College Students
2.8 Harold Arthur Kinniburgh



Evan McDonald Whidden fonds
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4228

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 1 1.8

Accession Number: 1-2001, 8-2003, 9-2006

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1915-1936; predominant 1917-1922.

Physical Description: 6 cm. textual records; 1921 Brandon College Quill (Commencement
Number); approx. 150 photographs
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History /
Biographical:

Evan McDonald Whidden (1898-1980) was born in Galt, Ontario. He was educated at
Brandon College. Following service in the Great War he graduated with a Bachelor of Arts
from McMaster University (Brandon College) in 1921. He obtained a Master of Arts in history
(McMaster [n.d.]) and in 1928, a Bachelor of Divinity degree from Yale. Whidden married
Frances Margaret Billington in 1941. Together they had three children: Howard John (b.1943),
Roberta Katherine (b. 1945) and Eric Christopher (b. 1947).

Dr. Whidden served in Baptist churches in Saskatchewan and Manitoba before joining the
faculty of Brandon College in 1936. In 1938, he was appointed Thomas J. Armstrong
Professor of church history at Acadia University. He became Dean of the School of Theology
at Acadia in 1954, and served in that capacity until 1963. He retired from the faculty of Acadia
University in 1967. Dr. Whidden has written in the field of church history and education. He was
awarded honorary degrees by the Pine Hill Divinity Hall, Halifax, N.S. (1950), McMaster
University [n.d.] and Acadia University (1969).

Custodial History:

Since his death in 1980, the fonds has been in the custody of his widow, Mrs. Frances
Margaret Whidden. The first accession was donated to the McKee Archives in April, 2001; the
second in 2003; and the third in May 2005.

Scope and Content:

Fonds consists of Evan Whidden's reports to family members, in particular to his father and
mother, on his experience as a member of the Canadian Expeditionary Force during the years
1917-1919. Records also include correspondence from his mother, Katherine Louise
Whidden (nee Ganong), to Evan during these years. In these reports, Whidden records his
impressions of military life through his training in Canada and England and his experience of
war in Europe with the Canadian Expeditionary Force from 1917-1918. He was involved in the
conflict only briefly at the conclusion of the war. His letters provide an account of life in France,
Belgium and Germany in 1918.

The fonds also contains correspondence dating from the early 1920s from Chester New, a
history professor at McMaster, who had previously taught at Brandon College. Fonds also
contains correspondence from Whidden's father, Howard Primrose Whidden, President of
Brandon College 1912-1922 and, from 1922-1949, Chancellor of McMaster University. This
correspondence deals principally with the progress of Evan Whidden's education and his
choice of a career in the church or the academic world.

Fonds contains several publications containing the work of Evan Whidden, mostly on religious
themes. It also includes newspaper clippings and convocation programs dealing with Dr.
Whidden's graduation from Yale and the presentation of honorary degrees to him at Pine Hill
and Acadia. The fonds contains newspaper stories on the occasion of the retirement of
Howard Primrose Whidden following his lengthy career as President of McMaster University.
Death notices for Dr. H.P. Whidden and his wife are also to be found.

Finally, fonds containts approximately 150 b&w photographs of group portraits, individual
portraits and activites at Brandon College and a copy of the 1921 Commencement Issue of the
Brandon College Quill.

Name Access: Evan Whidden

Chester New

Howard Whidden

Subject Access: Brandon College 1920s

Storage Location: MG 1 Brandon College Teaching and Administration
1.8 Evan McDonald Whidden
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Related Material: Whidden's father, Howard Primrose Whidden served as President of
Brandon College 1912-1922. His records are located in RG 1, series 2.2
(Brandon College fonds, Office of the Pesident). Records from Evan
Whidden's time as College Dean are located in RG 1, series 6 (Brandon
College fonds, Office of the College Dean).

Georgina Matiation (Hill) collection
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4887

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 2 2.23

Accession Number: 29-1998

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1954-1956

Physical Description: 1 cm textual records
3 photographs

History /
Biographical:

Georgina Bernice Matiation (Hill) was born in Virden, Manitoba on February 19, 1936,
daughter of Gordon and Florence Hill. She received her education at Brandon College (1954-
1956). Originally a student in Arts, she graduated from the Teacher Training program in 1956.
During her time at Brandon College, Matiation participated in the College Glee Club as well as
college track and field meets. She also acted as Junior Ladies Athletic Representative in
1955. In addition, Matiation was was the President of her Normal School class.

Matiation began her teaching career in Hargrave and Melita, before taking a position at Prince
Charles School in Portage la Prairie in 1960. She remained at that institution until her
retirement in 1991. In addition to her teaching career, Matiation was a past president of the
Portage Evening Ladies Curling Club, a past president of the La Prairie Lioness and a leader
of CGIT. She was a lifelong member of the Lenore Presbyterian Church.

Georgina Hill married Zane Matiation in 1970. They had no children. Georgina Matiation died
on October 28, 1995 in Portage la Prairie at the age of 59 years.

Custodial History:

This collection was donated to the McKee Archives by Bessie Marie Hill of Winnipeg on May
1, 1998.

Scope and Content:

The collection consists of items collected by Mrs. Matiation (Hill) during her years as a student
at Brandon College. The collection contains a scrapbook of photos of students and activities at
the College taken from 1954-1956. Fonds includes copies of speeches made by her at
various school events, such as her validictorian speech at the Normal School Graduation in
1956. There is also an autograph book with messages to her from friends and classmates.
Finally, the collection includes two photographs of students in the 1924-25 Brandon Normal
School, and one photograph of the Westminister Presbyterian Church in Brandon.

Notes: CAIN No. 202616. Description by Christy Henry.
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Subject Access: Georgina Matiation (Hill)

Brandon College

Brandon

Manitoba

Westminister Presbyterian Church of Brandon

MB

college life

student life

scrapbooks

Storage Location: MG 2 Brandon College Students
2.23 Georgina Matiation (Hill)

The collection is located with MG 2 2.2 Gerald Brown. It was placed there
as a result of space issues.

Related Material: Bessie Marie Hill (33-1999, 12-2001, 6-2003)

Edith Laycock fonds
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4886

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 2 2.20

Accession Number: 12-1998

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1934-1973

Physical Description: 24 cm textual records
12 photographs
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History /
Biographical:

Edith Mary Laycock was born on June 25, 1913. She attended Brandon Collegiate from 1929
until her graduation in 1931. Ms. Laycock attended Brandon College from 1931-1934,
graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree. In 1935, she attended the Wheat City Business
College and graduated from the Stenographic Course. Ms. Laycock was employed by the
Canadian Pacific Railway as a stenographer for many years and belonged to the Canadian
Pacific Expressmen's Mutual Benefit Society from 1939.

Edith Laycock was very interested in drama. While attending Brandon Collegiate and Brandon
College she participated in school and college plays. She was involved in drama and theatre
throughout her aadult life. Edith Laycock directed many of Brandon College's major
productions beginning in 1950. She was also the director of many of the plays put on by the
Brandon Little Theatre from 1950. Ms. Laycock also performed in the Little Theatre
productions when she was not directing.

Ms. Laycock was also involved in many other elements of Brandon life. She served
alternatively as the vice-president, secretary, treasurer, and production manager of the Little
Theatre throughout the 1940's and 1950's. She was the Social Manager for the Brandon
Festival Committee in 1948, the Publicity Chairperson for the Brandon Music Festival
Association in the 1950's, and the Secretary of the Brandon Overture Concert Association.
Laycock also wrote play reviews for the Brandon Sun in the 1950's. She was the director of the
Manitoba Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. In the 1960's Laycock was a member of the
Brandon Council of Women and Chairperson of its Arts and Letters Committee. She was also
the Vice-President of the Brandon Art Club in 1960. Edith Laycock also held a 12-week class
in creative dramatics for children at the Allied Arts Centre in the early 1960's.

Edith Laycock died in Brandon on December 17, 1987.

Custodial History:

This fonds was accessioned by the McKee Archives in 1998. Prior custodial history is
unknown.

Scope and Content:

This fonds consists of memorabilia kept by Edith Laycock. A large part of the collection
consists of programs from plays that Laycock performed in or directed during the 1950's and
1960's. There are also numerous newspaper clippings about Laycock's plays including
reviews, pictures, and advertisements. This collection also includes a folder of programs from
the Brandon Little Theatre productions in the 1950's, as well as clippings about the Little
Theatre. There are also numerous articles about miscellaneous drama and art events
throughout Brandon, Manitoba, and Canada. The fonds also includes Laycock's daybook from
1962, and travel notes from Laycock's 1952 trip to Great Britain and Europe. The latter
contains a passenger list for the Empress of Scotland, August 5, 1952. The collection further
includes Canadian Pacific Railway passes dating from 1947-1963 and a copy of the
Canadian Pacific Pension Plan. Fonds also contains material from the various organizations
that Laycock was involved with including the Brandon Council of Women and Beta Sigma Phi.
Fonds includes 12 photos that appear to be family photos from Laycock's childhood. Finally,
the fonds contains various copies of plays that Laycock performed in or directed.

Notes: CAIN No. 202585
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Subject Access: Edith Laycock

Kaye Rowe

Brian MacDonald

J.R.C. Evans

Brandon College

Brandon College Literary Board

Brandon Collegiate Dramatic Society

Brandon College Students' Association

Brandon Council of Women

Brandon Little Theatre

Canadian Pacific Railway

Beta Sigma Phi

drama

plays

travel

playscripts

Storage Location: MG 2 Brandon College Students
2.20 Edith Laycock

Aerial views and campus photographs
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions6

Part Of: BUPC 2 Campus buildings

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 2.1

GMD: graphic

Date Range: c.1920s; c.1950s - c.2000

Physical Description: 146 photographs

History /
Biographical:

Aerial photographs of the campus were generally commissioned by the College/University to
record important milestones, such as centennials, changes in status, and building projects. The
general campus photographs were placed in this sub-series because the composition of the
images made it difficult to place them with individual buildings.

Scope and Content:

Sub-series consists of photographs of the Brandon College and Brandon University campus.

Name Access: Flora Cowan Residence

Subject Access: Aerial views Brandon College



William Whyte McCutcheon fonds
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions8559
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Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 1 1.12

Accession Number: 12-2008

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1942-2007; predominant 1950-80.

Physical Description: 12 cm textual records

30 photographs

Physical Condition: Good

History /
Biographical:

Wilfred Whyte McCutcheon was born 20 April 1919 in Leeds Village, Quebec. McCutcheon
attended Macdonald College at McGill University, graduating with a Bachelor of Agriculture in
1942. He completed a Bachelor of Science in 1943 at Concordia, a Bachelor of Arts in 1944,
and a Bachelor of Education at Acadia in 1946. McCutcheon gained a Master's Degree in
Economics from the University of Toronto in 1948 and completed his Doctoral studes at
Cornell University in 1951. McCutcheon spent 1951-52 at the London Institute of Education
engaged in postdoctoral studies.

McCutcheon was appointed the Dean of the Faculty of Education at Brandon College in 1955.
He was the first Dean of Education at Brandon University. McCutcheon served as Dean until
1967.

With Ms. Joan Garnett, Co-ordinator of the Office of BU Alumni Relations, McCutcheon helped
to to establish many awards. With the collaboration of "Tommy" Douglas, Mrs. J.G.
Diefenbaker, and Mr. D.L. Campbell, he assisted in the creation of the JRC Evans Student
Loan Fund as a memorial tribute to Dr J.R.C. Evans, President of Brandon College 1928-
1959.

From 1967 to 1974, McCutcheon taught at the Ottawa Teachers' College, later integrated into
the Faculty of Education at the University of Ottawa.

McCutcheon authored over fifty academic articles. He was awarded a honorary Doctor of
Education by Brandon University in 1989 and an honorary Doctor of Laws from Concordia
University in 1996.

Wilfred Whyte McCutcheon died 31 March 2008. He was predeceased by his wife Phyllis
Bishop in 2003.

Custodial History:

These records were in Dr. McCutcheon's possession until his death. They were donated to the
S.J. McKee Archives by his estate executors and delivered to the archives by Mr. Gerald
Brown on their behalf.

Scope and Content:

Fonds contains correspondence, pamphlets, publications, photographs, dilpomas and
certificates of standing, newspaper clippings, a report prepared by Dr. McCutcheon for the
Canadian Governor General's Office concerning the Canadian honours system, a copy of Dr.
McCutcheon's doctoral thesis - Cornell University, 1951- and miscellaneous materials related
to Dr. McCutcheon's long and distinguished career in Canadian post secondary education and
public service.

Name Access: John E. Robbins
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Subject Access: Brandon College 1950s
Faculty of Education

Storage Location: MG 1 Brandon College Teaching and Administration
1.12 William Whyte McCutcheoon

Stanley Knowles collection
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4395

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: 1.1

Accession Number: 61-1997

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: ca. 1954 - ca. 1997

Physical Description: 30 photographs -- 25 at 3.5" x 8" (color and b/w); 5 at 8" x 10" (b/w); 3
magnets; 1 plaque (8 x 3 cm)

History /
Biographical:

See RG 6, series 1 (Office of the Chancellor) for biographical information on Stanley Knowles.

Custodial History:

This collection was accessioned by the McKee Archives in 1997. Prior custodial history is
unknown.

Scope and Content:

Collection contains photographs and memorabilia from Stanley Knowles' political career, and
his time at Brandon University. Included are pictures of Knowles with Pierre Trudeau, Queen
Elizebeth, Ed Broadbent, and other national political figures. However, the majority of the
pictures have to do with the time Knowles spent at Brandon University later in his life, serving
as Chancellor. These pictures depict Knowles addressing crowds and attending conferences.
Of the three magnets included, two are pictures of Knowles late in life, while the third is a
cartoonish representation of him. The plaque is a recreation of a campaign slogan from very
early in Knowles' political career.

Notes: Description written by Mike White or Robyn Mitchell (2002).

Name Access: Stanley Knowles

Pierre Trudeau

Queen Elizabeth II

Ed Broadbent

Subject Access: politics

convocation

Brandon University

chancellor

Repro Restriction: Researchers are responsible for observing Canadian copyright
restrictions.

Storage Location: RG 6 Brandon University fonds
Series 1: Office of the Chancellor
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Raymond R. Bailey fonds
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4229

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 2 2.7

Accession Number: 10-2006, 11-2006.

GMD: textual records

Date Range: 1940-1944, 2005

Physical Description: 1 file (0.5 cm)
1 book, 491 pp.(3.75 cm)
3 yearbooks

Physical Condition: Very good

History /
Biographical:

Ray Bailey was born in Brandon Manitoba in 1922. A Bachelor of Science degree from
Brandon College in 1944 completed his education there. Following a short stint as a Chemist
he entered the University of Manitoba. There, in 1946, he earned a Diploma in Education.
Subsequent study brought a Master of Education degree in 1966. In 1973, he was awareded a
Canada Council grant for additional studies.

He began his teaching career at Killarney, MB in March 1946, teaching science. Later he held
teaching and adminitrative positions in Melita, Morris and Seven Oaks School Divisions. He
retired as Principal of Arthur E. Wright Elementary School in 1986. Bailey was active in the
Manitoba Teachers Society and the Manitoba Library Trustees Association. In 1973, the city of
Winnipeg gave him a community service award. In 2005, he was a recipient of the Brandon
University Alumni Association's Distinguished Alumni Award.

He married Joan Pettipher in 1949. They had four children, Ronald, Ann, Mary and Robert.
Joan Bailey died in 1988. Raymond Bailey lived in Winnipeg with his wife Barbara until his
death on July 23, 2015.

Custodial History:

Book was acquired at a book launch sponsored by Pennywise Books, Brandon, Manitoba in
January 2006. The Brandon College documents were probably collected by Bailey during his
time as a student in the early 1940s. He donated them to the McKee Archives in November
1994. The yearbooks were delivered to the Archives by Gerald Brown for Bailey in April 2008.

Scope and Content:

Fonds consists of an autographed copy of Bailey's book "tadpole to Little Frong (in a big
pond)." It also includes three Brandon Collegiate Institute yearbooks the New Era for 1938-40,
one file of Brandon College records, including eligibility lists for the Students' Association, a
Physics IV test, a letter to Bailey excusing him from non-combat duty due to his work as an
assistant in the Chemistry Department, a dance program for the Valentine Formal (1943), a
freshman reception list and a program/invitation to a musical evening at the home of Martin
Johns, Professor in the Physics Department.

Notes: History/Bio information taken from the author description in Bailey's book.
Description by Christy Henry.

Name Access: Raymond Bailey
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Subject Access: autobiography

the Depression

Manitoba history

War years

Brandon College

Location Copy: Photocopies of some of the lists are located in the file with the originals.

Storage Location: MG 2 Brandon College Students
2.7 Raymond R. Bailey

Dr. Robert Harvey fonds
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4885

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 2 2.18

Accession Number: 3-1998

GMD: textual records

Date Range: 1912-1980; predominant 1912-1950

Physical Description: 1.08 m

History /
Biographical:

Dr. Robert Harvey graduated from Brandon College in 1913 (McMaster Arts). He received a
diploma in theology from Brandon College in 1915. Initially a minister in the Presbyterian
Church, Dr. Harvey spent the greater part of his life as a minister in the service of the United
Church of Canada.

Custodial History:

This fonds was accessioned by the McKee Archives in 1998. Prior custodial history is
unknown.

Scope and Content:

This fonds consists of manuscripts written by Dr. Robert Harvey, various newspaper clippings,
primarily from the Brandon Sun, featuring articles written by Harvey. Fonds also contains war-
time publications from the Soviet Union, United States of America, and Canada. Topics
include: the armistice, biographical accounts of war-time figures, the history of the church in
Canada, human rights, communism and fascism.

Notes: CAIN No. 202618

Subject Access: United Church of Canada

Brandon Sun

WW II

Soviet Union

Storage Location: MG 2 Brandon College Students
2.18 Dr. Robert Harvey

Related Material: Brandon College registration cards
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Errol Black collection
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions3992

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 3 1.1

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1909-2010

Physical Description: 4.2 m textual records; 5 cassette tapes; 2 cd roms, 110 photographs
(colour and b/w) various sizes

History /
Biographical:

Errol Black was born on September 8, 1939 in Brandon, Manitoba. He was the son of Thomas
Alexander Black, who immigrated to Canada from Limerick, Ireland in 1929, and Roberta
Jean (nee Groat) Black, a native of Chatham, New Brunswick. Black attended King George
Elementary, Earl Haig Junior High, Brandon Collegiate Institute for Grade 10, and completed
high school through correspondence courses for Grandes 11 and 12. He left school in 1956 to
work a variety of jobs in Brandon, Calgary and on the west coast. He spent a short time in the
Royal Canadian Navy. Errol Black undertook post-secondary education at Brandon College
(1963-1965, graduated with a B.A.), the University of Alberta (1965-1967, graduated 1973
with an M.A. in economics) and Warwick University (1975-1977). Black taught economics at
Brandon University from 1970 until his retirement in 2002. Following retirement he was granted
Professor Emeritus status in 2003.

Errol Black has published three books, as well as many articles and reports in leading
academic journals. He has a longstanding interest in the history of organized labour and
working-class politics in Brandon. These remain important themes in his research and writing.
He served on the Executive of the Brandon University Faculty Association for many years, and
was President of the Manitoba Organization of Faculty Associations for two years. Black is
also a member of the Brandon District Labour Council, a founding member of the Manitoba
branch of the Canadian centre for Policy Alternatives, and a board member of the Brandon
Regional Health Authority (2000-2006). He was elected to Brandon City Council in 1998, and
for a second term in 2001. In 1999 he was the federal NDP candidate for Brandon-Souris.

Black married Margaret Millard from Waskada, MB in 1961, with whom he had three sons:
Sean, Dennis and Tom.

Custodial History:

Accession 17-1997 was originally owned by Jim Davis, brother to Communist activist Stanley
Forkin. Taimi Davis, Jim Davis' wife, mailed the collection from her residence in Ontario to
Errol Black in 1994. Professor Black donated the collection to the McKee Archives. Accession
02-2003 was donated to the Archives in November 2002 by Errol Black. Accession 15-2003
was donated to the Archives on April 30, 2003 by Errol Black. Accession 17-2003 was
donated to the Archives on July 15, 2003 by Errol Black.

Scope and Content:

The collection consists of a number of accessions. Accession 17-1997, dating from 1935-
1936, consists of twelve of the thirteen issues of the "Unemployed Worker," published in
Brandon in the 1930s. The "Unemployed Worker" was the organ of the Brandon Unemployed
Workers' Council. This Council, like its counterparts in other communities, was created by
Canadian Communist Party militants. The "Unemployed Worker" covered the activities of the
Unemployed Workers' Council, the plight of Brandon's unemployed, efforts by the city's
unemployed to improve their lives, and City Council decisions, specifically those regarding
relief policy.

Accession 02-2003, dating 1917, 1936-1939, 1970-2002 (predominant 1970-2002), contains
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extensive correspondence from former Brandon University Economic Professor Don Wheeler
to Errol Black. In addition, the accession contains an important body of correspondence
received by Professor Black from Taimi Davis written by Pat Forkin and his wife Pheobe
Forkin to family members in Canada during the years 1936-1939, while Pat was a Moscow
based corespondent for the Canadian Communist Party Clarion. The accession also contains
personal correspondence of Errol Black dating from ca. 1970, drafts of papers, newspaper
clippings, pamphlets related to labour and labour political matters. Two publications of note
include: "Labour in Brandon" published by the Brandon and District Labour Council and a
student guide to labour law written by George MacDowell. The accession also contains several
documents related to Black's involvement in the provincial Industrial Adjustment Committee.

Accession 15-2003, dating 1930-2002 (predominant 1930-1939; 1971-2002), contains
extensive clippings from the Canadian Communist Party publications "The Worker" and the
"Daily Clarion" from the years 1930-1939; twenty-one personal and family photographs (b/w
3x5) of the Forkin family of Brandon, many of whom were active in the Canadian Communist
Party; various historical photographs (b/w 8x10) related to the history of labour in Brandon,
Manitoba; personal files containing correspondence, letters and opinion pieces to various
newspapers, course outlines, research materials and draft publications, arbitration awards and
documents related to Black's involvement with the Manitoba Organization of Faculty
Associations (MOFA).

Accession 17-2003, dating 1970-2002, contains correspondence, a manuscript of an
autobiography written by Black's father Tom Black, research files, letters to the editor and draft
publications by Errol Black.

Accession 3-2011, dating 1909-2010, contains an extensive record of newspaper clippings
often of Professor Black's correspondence with the Brandon Sun from the early 1970s through
to 2011. Clippings relate to civic issues, labour relations, social justice, economic questions.
Documents (membership cards, cards of thanks, stamps) of various kinds, and photographs of
Professor Black, family members, and various labour related events including parades and
rallies, appear throughout these clippings. Collection includes miscellaneous files relating to
the 75th Anniversary of the Winnipeg General Strike including the Brandon Sympathetic Strike
of 1919, the Brandon Greys Baseball team, the Assiniboine College BMHC lobby campaign,
Brandon and Area Environmental Council, the Brandon East NDP Contituency Association.
Editions (1925-31) of the Sons of England - Official Organ of the Sons of England Benefit
Society - published in Oshawa, Ontario, and copies of documents related to the Commission
of Inquiry (1928) into labour issues at the Brandon Mental Hospital are included.Collection also
contains extensive correspondence associated with Professor Black's activities as a
department member, scholar, and activist in the Department of Economics at Brandon
University. Collection contains as well research materials related to the Brandon labour
movement, strikes at A.E. Mckenzie Seed Company 1940s, cd roms containg research
materials - clippings and images - for Labour Council Anniversary book ( 2006), and civic
politics in Brandon. Records also contain research materials on various members of the
Forkin family - in particular the Pat Forkin, Tom Forkin, and Stephen Forkin (aka Jim Davis) -
who were active members of the Canadian Communist Party during their adult lives. A
collection of family photographs and six tape cassettes containing accounts of the experiences
of single unemployed men during the Great Depression and the funeral of Stephen Forkin (
Jim Davis) and correspondence from Taimi Davis the widow of Stephen Forkin (Jim Davis)
supplement the sources on the Forkin family.

Notes: Photographs of Joe Forkin, Pat Forkin, Stan Forkin, Jim Davis and other
members of the Forkin family are contained in Box 3 (15-2003) and Box
10 (3-2011).
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Name Access: Errol Black

Stanley Forkin

Stephem Forkin (a.k.a Jim Davies)

Assiniboine Community College

Brandon Greys Baseball Team

Brandon Mental Hospital

Brandon Unemployed Workers' Council

Canadian Communist Party

Brandon

Don Wheeler

Phoebe Forkin

Pat Forkin

Daily Clarion

A. E. Mckenzie

The Worker

Industrial Adjustment Committee (Manitoba)

Manitoba Organization of Faculty Associations

Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives

Sons of England

Subject Access: The Great Depression

unemployment

radical press

Brandon

labour

Communism

industrial relations

collective bargaining

Accruals: Further accruals are expected.

Access Restriction: Some restrictions. Consult the University Archivist for access.

Repro Restriction: Researchers are responsible for observing Canadian copyright
restrictions.

Storage Location: MG 3 Brandon University Teaching and Administration
1.1 Errol Black

Related Material: MG 3 1.12 contains additional records related to George MacDowell; RG
6, Series 15 (BUFA) contains additional records on the Brandon
University Faculty Association; RG 6, Series 7, Sub sub series 7.1.5
(Department of Economics) contains additional records related to the
Department of Economics at Brandon University; RG 6, Series 7, Sub-
series 7.1 (Dean of Arts) contains files on Don Wheeler and George
MacDowell.

T.R. Wilkins collection
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions4298

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
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Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 1 1.4

Accession Number: 3-2016

GMD: textual records

Date Range: 1911?-1940

Physical Description: 7 cm

History /
Biographical:

Thomas Russell Wilkins was born in Toronto in 1891. He received his B.A. from McMaster
University in 1912, and became the Science Master at Woodstock College the following year.
In 1916, he and his wife Olive moved to Chicago, where Wilkins was an instructor of Physics at
the University of Chicago. The next year he served as a master signal electrician in the U.S.
Signal Corps. During World War I, Wilkins completed pioneer research for the United States
Navy, which led to the development of pulse sonar devices in the 1920s. He had also been
researching the possibilities of a wireless telephone.

Wilkins and his wife moved to Brandon in 1918, where he took up the position of Professor of
Physics. During his time at Brandon College, Wilkins introduced the latest technology to
classrooms, designed the original Science Building, and along with the Brandon Citizen's
Committee, seucured building funds for the Citizen's Science Building.

Receiving his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago in 1921, Wilkins resigned from Brandon
College in 1925 to pursue postgraduate study at Cambridge University. In 1926, he began
research at the University of Rochester, where he also took up the position of Professor of
Physics. From 1930 to 1938, he acted as the Director of the Institute of Optics.

Widely known for his work in the fields of cosmic rays and atomic disintegration, in April 1939,
Wilkins announced the perfection of a camera that was able to record the "footprints" of
invisible atoms after they collide. In October 1939, he received a medal from the Royal
Photographic Society of Great Britain recognizing his work regarding the use of photographic
emulsions in the study of radium. The following year, Wilkins perfected a camera that could
determine the energy levels inside the nuclei of stable chemical elements. He received a grant
from Sigma Xi, the National Society for the Promotion of Scientific Research, in November of
1940.

Wilkins married twice. The first marriage, to Olive Anges Cross took place on June 17, 1913.
Olive Wilkins died suddenly on May 13, 1937, at the age of 45. Wilkins married Susan
Gwendolyn Whidden, the daughter of former Brandon College president Dr. H.P. Whidden, in
1938.

Thomas Russell Wilkins died suddenly of a heart attack on December 10, 1940, on his way
back to his laboratory after a faculty meeting. He was 49 years old.

Custodial History:

Records were accessioned by the McKee Archives in 1998. Prior custodial history is
unknown.
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Scope and Content:

T. Russell Wilkins’ reocrds contain correspondence between himself and Mrs. Wilkins and Dr.
Whidden concerning their employment with Brandon College. There are letters between the
two men regarding the building of the Science Building in 1920. There is also a copy of the
Canadian Baptist. Besides programmes and a picture, there is also correspondence between
various people. Dr. Wilkins kept the papers he had written for various classes at McMaster
University in the years 1911 and 1912. There is a "toast to the ladies" that he delivered at a
banquet of some sort, that gives an interesting view on how Wilkins, and possibly other men of
his time, viewed women. There are numerous newspapers clippings, and several pages taken
from journals such as Popular Mechanics, Popular Electricity and others. Dr. Wilkins was at the
top of his field of study. He was an extremely bright man who managed to create some very
useful tools of science. His papers are interesting and informative to read.

Notes: History/Bio information taken from Campus News May 1990

Name Access: Olive Wilkins

Thomas Wilkins

H.P. Whidden

Subject Access: science building

science

scientific development

Storage Location: 2016 accessions

Martin Johns fonds
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions5087

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Sub-series

Series Number: MG 1 1.11

Accession Number: 17-2007, 8-2009

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1939-1944

Physical Description: 0.5 cm textual records

21 b/w photographs
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History /
Biographical:

Martin Wesley Johns was born to missionary parents Alfred and Myrtle Johns in Chengtu, West
China on March 23, 1913. The family returned to Canada in 1925. Johns attended high
schools in Tacoma, Washington; Vancouver, BC; Brandon, Manitoba; and Exeter, Ontario. He
studied at Brandon College from 1928-1931 before obtaining his B.A. (1932) and M.A. (1934)
from McMaster University and his Ph.D. From the University of Toronto (1938). From 1937-
1946, he taught physics at Brandon College. In 1972, Brandon University awarded him an
honorary Doctor of Science degree.

Johns served in the Canadian Officers Training Corps (C.O.T.C.) in 1940-1941 doing
research concerned with neutron physics at Chalk River. In 1947, he joined the Physics
Department at McMaster University, where he remained for the remainder of his career.

Johns married Margaret Mary Hilborn on July 15, 1939. Together they have four children:
Robert, Elizabeth, Kenneth and Kathryn. Following Margaret's death c. 1979, Johns was
married to Elsie North for twenty years. At the age of 90, Johns fell in love with his sweetheart
Marian Thompson.

Martin Wesley Johns died on September 18, 2008 at McMaster Hospital.

Custodial History:

The notebooks in accession 17-2007 were in the possession of Wesley Wong, former
member of the Physics Department at Brandon College, who mailed them to Martin Johns in
2002. Wong suggested Johns donate them to the McKee Archives, which he did on January
28, 2004. The photographs in accession 8-2009 were sent to Carla Eisler, Alumni Relations
Officer, Brandon University by Ken Johns (Martin Johns' son) following Martin's death. Eisler
transfered them to the Archives in February 2009.

Scope and Content:

Accession 17-2007 contains two lab record notebooks used by Martin Johns while he was a
member of Brandon College's Department of Physics. The notebooks record class lists,
grades, absences, and seating charts for courses Johns taught, as well as regulations for lab
reports and major assignments.

Accession 8-2009 contains twenty-one black and white photographs dealing with Brandon
College students, faculty and buildings. There a a few photographs of Brandon, as well as one
of the Queen Mother from her visit to Brandon in 1939.

Notes: History/Bio information taken from the Martin W. Johns bio file in the
Archives reading room.

Subject Access: Brandon College

faculty

freshman initiation

freshies

Assiniboine bridge

student elections

Second World War

C.O.T.C.

classroom activities

Storage Location: MG 1 Brandon College Teaching and Administration
1.11 Martin Johns

Photographs: MG photograph storage drawer
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